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We find a method to obtain presentations of coherent sheaves on the Klein's 
quadric G, involving only line bundles and the two (elementary) spinor bundles: The 
universal rank-2 subbundle 8' and the universal rank-2 quotient bundle g*. The 
theoretical meaning of our result is that all coherent sheaves on G are built out of 
these two bundles through certain exact sequences, although our method is practical 
only when the sheaf has a simple cohomology. 
We first give a Beilison's [1] type spectral sequence (Theorem 1), then consider 
some auxiliary Leray spectral sequence in order to approach the problem of com- 
puting the annoying term involving S2g '. As an example of application we give a 
presentation of the spinor bundles Sng, Sng °' of current use in Physics (Penrose 
program [3]). The background in Commutative and Homologicai Algebra that we 
use can be found in [2] and [4]. 
This is to our knowledge the first example different of Pn where Beilinson's 
ideas [1] work, so raising the open problem of finding the most general context for 
the Beilinson's machine. 
We first mention some elementary facts about Kleins quadric G = Gr(1, 3) i.e. the 
Grassmann variety of lines in projective space [p3, where K is an algebraically 
closed field. Its Chow ring is well known: AI(G)=7/. The generator here is the line 
bundle 0c(1) restriction of ~,5(1) when we see G as a four-dimensional quadric 
embedded in lP5 :A2(G)= Z~7/and  a cycle representing the generator (0,1) is an 
a'-plane (]~-plane in classic papers). The points of such a plane correspond to lines 
of [p3 contained in a given plane. Cycles representing the (1,0) generators are 
a-planes, i.e. planes whose points correspond to lines through a given point of IP 3. 
We also recall that the elementary spinor bundles are the rank-2 vector bundles 
~, ~' on G appearing in the sequence 
0 '¢ '  'V®Oc 'g*  "0 
and its dual (where V*=H°(~gp3(1)) 
0 '¢ :V*®OG ~¢'* '0. 
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They have Chern classes 
cl(e*) = -1,  
cl(d ~') = -1,  
c2(e) = (1,0), 
c2(e') =(0,1). 
Therefore ¢*-= g(1), ~'*= ~'(1) and they have Chern classes 
cl(e**) = 1, c2(6"* ) = (1,0), 
c1(¢'*) -- 1, C2(ff '* ) = (0, 1). 
Furthermore we see in the above sequences that both 6~* and ¢'* are generated by 
global sections. A section s of ~'*, for instance has a Koszul sequence 
0 '0c  'e 'O)  s , j r ,  O) ,0 
where Y' is an a'-plane and J r '  is the ideal sheaf defining Y'. The cohomology 
dimensions h i ( j r .0 ) )  are very easy to compute, so using this sequence we can 
easily obtain the following Table 1 for hi(6~(1))= hi(6"(1)). 
Table 1. hi(g(l))=hi(g'(l)) 
/ ~  -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 4 
In fact H°(g(1))= V, H°(g ' (1) )= V*. We also observe that A26 * and A2o a' are 
isomorphic to each other, for both are isomorphic to ec(-1).  (However this iso- 
morphism is not canonical and sometimes we will distinguish between these two 
sheaves.) 
Theorem 1. Given a coherent sheaf ~- on (3, there is a spectral sequence El '  ¢ with 
E14'q = Hq(~q- ( -2) )~SEA2~ ~ (recall SnA2~= •G(--n)), 
Ei-3,q = Hq(~® $"(-1)) ® ~(-1), 
E l  2,q = (Hq(~( - 1)) ® S2ff) @ (Hq(~® S2# ') (~) A2e*), 
Ei-l,q = Hq(Y(~ £ ' )® g, 
Eo, q = ¢c ,  
Ef  "q = 0 for  all other p, q, 
and with abutment E n given by E °= J,, E n= 0 for  n ,= 0 and this is also the abut- 
ment  i f  we interchange ~ and ¢'. 
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Proof. The identity map in V corresponds through isomorphisms 
Hom(V, V) = V*® V = H°(# '*) ®H°(# *) 
= H°(G × G, pr I ~'*® pr 2 ~*) 
= H°(G × G, ~om(pr~ ', pr~ ~*)) 
to a section s of ~om(pr] ~ g; pr~ #*) defined on each point (21, 22) e G, correspon- 
ding to lines LI =P(V~), L2 =P(V~) by 
s(~1,22)" V1 ~ '6+V2eV/V2. 
This is the zero map if and only if 21 = 22, i.e. the section s vanishes exactly on the 
diagonal daxa .  From now on, tensor products of the kind pr~ ~®pr~ ~2 will be 
denoted by ~ [] ~2. Using this notation we write down the Koszul resolution 
0 ,A4e~' []  e ~ , ASe~' [-x-] ~ rA2~' [ ]  # ' ,~ ' [ ]~ , 
' ~axG ' ~,ao×o ' ~. 
This can also be written as 
0 > $2A2~ ' [] S2A2o ~ ' ~ 'QA2~ ' [] ~(~A2d , 
'(S26O~X-]A2~')~)(S2~'[]A 2~) '~ ' [ ]  ~ 'dqGxG-'--~dG×a ' 0 .  
Since Tor/CXO(pr~ " ~a×c)=0, the sequence is still exact after tensoring by pr~' ~. 
Omiting the last term we get the complex 
0 , J-(-2) [] $2A2# , ff(-1)(~ e' [] e ~)h2e  ~ , 
'(~(-1)[-~S2e)~(~-(~S2e[]A2e) , ff@e'[-~e ,prt~- ,0. 
(Remark that if we choose pr 2 Y instead of pr I ~- we end up with the analogous 
sequence, with ~ ~" interchanged.) 
This is a complex 
c~'. 0 ~ ~-4  ~ c69-3 ~ ~-2  ~ c~-I .. , ~0 ~0 
whose only nonzero cohomology group is H°(~ ") = ~-],~oxc" 
We now consider the two spectral sequences abuting to the hypercohomology of 
this complex. The 'second' spectral sequence has 
IPr2,(Pr~'g a)= ] if p=q=O, 
E~'q = Rq pr2*(Hq ~") = 0 otherwise. 
The abutment of this spectral sequence must be E n with E°=~ En=O for n~:0, 
and so must be the abutment of the 'first' spectral sequence whose terms xEP'q= 
R q Pr2. ~'P are easily computed by the projection formula [4, Ch II, Ex. 5.1.d], so 
that we obtain the list presented in the statement. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. [] 
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In practical uses, the dimensions of all cohomology spaces involved in this 
theorem are easy to compute (by tensoring F with the sequence (1) if necessary) the 
only exception being hq(~® sEg ') which now receives our attention. We consider 
the two graphs, F, f of the incidence relations obvious in the diagrams 
[p3x G 
p,/J 
pa×G 
O) 
where ~3. stands for dual projective space. All of ~3×G, F, ~3*×G, f have 
7/® 7/as Picard group (inherited from both projections). For a coherent sheaf 5: on 
Op3×c we write 5:(re, n) instead of 5:®p~P~3(m)®p~O~3(n) and we use similar 
conventions for the others. 
Proposition 2. In the case where the coherent sheaf :- is locally free, Hq(.ff '~ S2g ') 
can be computed by means of  two long exact sequences 
• .. , Hq-a( : -®sEg ') , Hq(p~:-® ~(2,-2))  •, 
, Hq(:-(-2)®H°(e~3(2))) , Hq( :®sE g ') .... , . . .  
and 
) Hq-l(p~:-® J (2 , -2) )  , Hq(:-(-3)) ) 
) Hq(:-®g(-2))®H°(@~3(1)) ) Hq(p'~:-@ : (2 ,  -2)) ) ° ° .  
where J is the ideal sheaf o fF  in ~3 x G. In particular, i f  for  all q >_ O, hq(:-(-3)) = 
hq(:-(-2)) = 0, then hq(~® sEg ') = 4h q + 1 ( : -® 8(-2)). 
The same statement holds with g, g' interchanged, and replacing F, p3, P2 by 
f ,  ~3 .  :2.  
Proof. We use the fact that F considered as a [Pa-fibration (via v) is nothing but 
P(g'*), and 0p(:,,,)(1) is/t*t~3(1) =OF(l, 0 ). Therefore (cf. [4, Chap. III, Ex. 8.4]) 
for n>_0 
V,OF(n, O) = sn g '* = sn g'(n),  
ROY,OF(n, 0) = 0 if q > 0. 
Replacing F by f we similarly obtain for n >_ 0 
9,Op(n, O) = S" g* = Sn g(n), 
Rqg,0f(n,O) = 0 if q>O. 
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Consider now the Leray spectral sequence 
Eg' p = Hq(G, RPv.v*~(2, -2)) ~ H n (G, v*~(2, -2)). 
As F is locally free, using the projection formula we compute 
Eq.° = Hq(J®S26"') ,  
E q'p=O fo rp ,0 ,  
so the spectral sequence degenerates and we obtain 
Hq(F@ S2 g ') = Hq(v*:(2,  -2)). 
To go on with our computation we define a section s of 
~om(p~ 3( -  1), p~g*(1, 0). 
For each point (s, l) e p3 x G with x-- P(V(') and I corresponding to a line L -- P(V~) 
define s(x, 1) as the map 
s ( x, l ) : Vl g g) l , F) + V2 e V / V z . 
As F is the scheme of zeroes of section s we have an exact sequence 
0 ~ O~3xG(-2,-1)----*p~d°(--1,O) ,6,~3xG 
Since Y- is locally free, the sequences below are still exact 
,0 
(2) 
0 ,p~Y(O,-3)-----~p~'(~-®~o)(1,-2) ,p~,~(2,-2)--- ,v*J(2,-2) ,0 
/ 
;2 .Y® J (2 , -2)  
o / \o 
From these two short sequences we will obtain two long sequences in cohomology 
and applying Kiineth formula these two sequences become as stated. [] 
Proposition 3. The bundle S2~ ~ can  be presented in the following way 
0 ,S2d ~ ,g®V~ ' /oQA2V * ,0c(1 ) ,0 
o / \o 
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Analogously 
0 ' S2d  '" ' g~"(~) % '/o@A2V * ' Oc(1) ,0  
f2~5(1)®d/G 
/ \o 
Proof. We apply Proposition 2 to the case where ,~r= (¢o (1). In this case we have 
the following cohomology Tables 2 and 3. 
Table 2. hq(.~(l)) Table 3. hq(.f(~ d°'(i)) 
XI  -3 -2 -1 0 qNXxxl -3 -2 - I  0 
4 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
4 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
Thus h%*F(2,-2)= 0 for all q>_0 by Proposition 2. 
In fact H°(F®E')=V * and H°(F)=A2V *, thus in the spectral sequence of 
Theorem 1 we have terms E~ 'q as expressed by Table 4. 
Table 4. E p'q 
-4 -3 -2  -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 a 0 p 0 
0 0 S2d 'd,@V*---*f~G(~A2V * 
Looking at the abutment En of this spectral sequence (Theorem 1) we conclude that 
ker a = O, ker/~ = im a, coker fl = ~c(1). 
We get $2~ " presented by 
0 '$24 a'd'®V* B-~-'~o®A2V* '~c(1) ,0 
which splits in two short sequences as stated. [] 
A consequence of  this proposition is that we can now handle Hq(F® S2g ') for 
any coherent sheaf .~ on G, because 
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Tori(~O~5(1 )) = 0, Torl(~, 06(1) = 0. 
We can thus obtain from Proposition 3 
0 '~(~S2d '' )~- (~"(~V )~(~A2V * )~- (1 )  ,0 
\ / 
/ \o 
leading to the following 
Corollary 4. For any coherent sheaf ,~ on G, Hq(,~(~S2d "') can be computed by 
two  exact  sequences  
. . . . .  > H q -  l(sr@ f2ps(1)) 
and 
) Hq(~- (~S2g "') 
. ° .  
, Hq(Sr®g")® V 
) H q -  1 (~-(1)) ) Hq( :@ g2ps(1)) 
) Hq( j (1 )  , . . .  
, Hq(s r )QA2V * , 
In particular, i f  Hq(J)=Hq(J(1))=0 for  every integer q, then Hq(,Y(~S2~"')= 
Hq(~-(~ if') (~ V. The analogous holds for  H2(~-(~) S2g). 
As an example of an application, we now give a presentation of Sng ' in terms of 
bundles P6 (n), g; sZg. 
Proposition 5. There is an exact sequence for  each n > 2 
'[6(n+3)-4(n22)+(n+33 )] 
and the analogous holds with ~, 8" interchanged. 
'4(n33 ) 
,0 
Proof. Let us apply Proposition 2 in the case where :=  S" ~"'(n + l), with n>__2. 
For all integer I e 7/ 
hq(F(l)) = hq(Sn( g'(1))(1 + 1) = hq(V,OF(n, 1 + l)) = hq(OF(n, 1 + 1)). 
(The last equality follows from the degeneracy of Leray's spectral sequence, as 
Rqv.OF(n, l+l)=O for all j> l .  We need to compute this dimension in cases 
l = 0 , -1 , -2 , -3 .  Twisting sequence (2) we obtain 
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0 ,Pp3xo(n-2,1)---~p~g(n+l,l+l) Lg~;3xa(n,  1 + l )  ' '~F(n,l+l) '0 
Using the Kfineth formula we get hq(J(n, 1 +l ) )=0 for all q_0  and values of n,l 
that we are considering, with the exception h°(J(n, 1))= 4(n~ 2)- (n +3 1). Therefore 
hq(@(n, 1 + l))= 0 in these cases, with the exceptions 
+3)_  +2)+(n+l  (n+3)  hO(tYF(n'l))=6(n3 4(n3 3 ) '  h°(g)F(n' 0" = 3 " 
According to Proposition 2 this implies that hq(S2g'@ff-)=4hq+l(J@£~(-2)). 
Now we compute hq(~-@/g'(l)) for /=0, -1 .  This is hq(v*~o"(n,l+l) because 
Leray's spectral sequence still degenerates. Using the exact sequence 
0 , Po(-2) , f2ps® ¢c --* 12o ,0 
and the fact that (2 o = g ® ~o, we can easily compute dimensions (see Table 5). 
Table 5. hq(E®E'(t)) 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
! 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
Using this information in the sequence 
0 i~ • et _ _  p2 ~ (n 2,1)----*p~g"®4(n-l,l+l)-----~p~4"(n,l+l) 
0 0 
we obtain estimations 
hq(J®p'~g'(n+ l))= O 
O)) =0 
Therefore 
v*d"(n,l+l) ,0 
for all q, 
for all q except hl(j®P'~g'(n'O))=(n+2) "3  
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hq(v*Y'(n, 1))=O for all q, except h°(v*~"(n, 1))=4( n+ 3) 
3 
hq(v*~"(n,O))=O for all q, except h°(v*Z°'(n,O))= (n+2) .  
• 3 \ / 
Finally, we compute hq(,~@ 5~(-2))=hq(v*5°(n,-1)). Using the sequence 
o ,~'~'®~ ,v®~ o ,~ '®~(1)  ,o 
and the data in Table 5 we obtain the following estimates (see Table 6). 
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Table 6. hq(~ (~ ~ (t)) 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-2  -1  0 
0 0 0 
l 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
We use this information in the sequence 
0 , p~'g'(n- 2, 2) , p~d @d'(n -  1, 1) , p'~l;'(n,-1) 
~x~ff®p~ (n_ 1, _ l ) / /~  
o/ \o 
, v*c~(n,-1) ,0 
and obtain 
Therefore, 
hq(J@p~d(n-1,-1))=O 
q, except h2(f®p~d'(n-1,-1))=|n+2]./\ for all 
k / 3 
hq(v*d(n,-1))=O for all q, except h'(v*~;(n,-1))=/\(n+2]. 
\ / 3 
Now we know the terms E~ 'q of the spectral sequence of Theorem 1. These are all 
zero, except in the complex 
El_3, 0 a Ell, o fl,E11, o ,EO, O 
that is 
,, o ; 
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Therefore all E p'q are zero, except 
0 = Eo~ 3'0 = ker  a,  0 = Eo~ 2'0 = ker  fl/im a, 
0 = Eo~ 1'° = ker y/ imf l ,  F = E °'° = coker y 
and Theorem 1 now yields the exact sequence o f  the statement. [] 
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